Junior School
NEWSLETTER
25 SEPTEMBER 2020

WEEK AHEAD
29 September
1200 & 1500m

30 September

Field Events
17:00 Online Music Concert

VALUE ENGAGEMENT

2 October

Track Events
(SAC Lower field)

6 October
Travel Day

13 October

8:00 Classes Begin

DEAR PARENTS AND FRIENDS OF THE SCHOOL
Our campus feels alive with vibrant colour and movement
this week. The fresh green shoots on the trees, the
bright blades of grass pin-pricking the athletics field, the
butter yellow of spring daisies and the scarlet petals on
the coral trees were reflected in the colourful costumes
that our girls donned to celebrate our rainbow nation on
Heritage Day.
They prepared songs, poems and dances, which were
performed in the amphitheatre. Festive tunes rang out
from the marimbas as the band reveled in their skill,
coaxing cheerful, catchy melodies from the wooden
instruments. The girls were not the only ones showing
off their talent and we were treated to a duet by Mr
Matrass and Ms Lukhele, singing ‘We Are The World’.
After our opening ceremony, the girls shared stories of
their heritage, costumes, customs and delicious dishes
with their classmates. Their delight and interest in the
richness of our cultural diversity was obvious.
There has been a lot of speculation during the last few
months that online learning will become ‘the norm’. The
efficiency and convenience that technology can offer in
terms of delivery of material and accessibility of resources
must surely replace the traditional format of education
and render schools redundant. As I wander round the
Junior School, listening to the sound of children engaging
with their peers and teachers, watch them frowning with
concentration over an unfamiliar challenge or see the joy
on their faces as they make new connections and find
solutions to problems, I know that there is no technology
sophisticated enough to replace the heart and soul of a
school.
The complete engagement that I have seen when visiting
classes, watching the younger girls read their creative

I am honoured to have been given the opportunity to lead
our Junior School in these exciting times and look forward
to building a strong relationship with our parent body. Along
with our exceptional team of educators, I am preparing for a
busy and eventful 2021. We have plans to expand our EdTech
programme and we have some exciting developments in our
Arts Department.
Ms Nosipho Lukhele has been appointed as Deputy House
Director and we are delighted to have her back in The Grange.
Nosi’s warm and caring nature have ensured a strong rapport
with the boarders and I know that our girls will benefit from
her motherly care.
We also welcome new girls: Wemi Babalola in Grade 5 and
twins, Anaya and Annisa Mabutho in Grade 7. We wish them
a happy journey with the DSG family and look forward to
meeting them as soon as they are able to join us in South
Africa.
I wish you all the best for the last few months of a challenging
and, at times, surreal, year. My door is always open, please
visit often!

EN AVANT!
JANE RITCHIE
writing to the older girls, popping my head into the
JEFA workshops or leaning out of an upstairs classroom
window to catch a glimpse of the girls practising high
jump on the field cannot be replaced with a screen.
Enjoy your half term holiday and prepare for an engaging
and jam-packed second half!
EN AVANT!
JANE RITCHIE

SPORT
Interhouse Cross-countr y
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“Persistence can change failure
into extraordinary achievement.”
– Matt Biondi, Olympic medalist

Well
done,
Jaime!

Jaime Mote swam in the PEA gala, the first of its
kind with the new Covid regulations.
No spectators or other club swimmers are present so you rely on your own perseverance while
swimming against the stop watch.
Jamie did extremely well, placing in various
events:
Gold - 50m and 100m freestyle
Silver - 50m backstroke
Bronze - 200m IM and 100m backstroke
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All in a Day’s Work Grade 4
Left: The Grade 4s read their creative stories
to the Grade 7s.
Below: The Grade 4s put STEM learning into
practice by building structures with toothpicks and jellybeans.

Design and Technology

Grade 7s design and create shoes.

JEFA Invasion
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JEFA Education is a Joburg organisation
dedicated to teaching all things STEM. Their
two main categories of workshops consist of
‘Brain Builders’ and ‘Master Builders’. Brain
Builder workshops aim at enhancing creative and computational thinking, and equipping students with the soft skills needed
across our lives. Master Builder workshops
are geared at integrating Science, Technology, Engineering, Art & Design, and Mathematics (aka STEAM) principles using LEGO®
Education products and their own uniquely
designed CuriousDIY project kits.
In our day of lessons with the Grade 4s we
covered an introduction to technical LEGO,
the pieces, and their functions. Our engineering workshop covered built structures
(natural and man-made), moving structures (cars) and lifting structures (levers)
and their uses to our daily lives. We covered
problem solving using puzzles to develop
mental rotation skills and visual literacy using tangram puzzles.
In Grade 5 we explored how technology and
different inventions have improved human
life through ways such as the development
of the wheel, computers, robots and even
things as simple as a chair. We trained our
brains by solving logic puzzles and developed our maker-skills by making our own
juggling balls, and then learning how to juggle! Among the many skills that juggling can
help teach are, concentration, perseverance and coordination.

Grade 6s learned how to juggle a different
way - with juggling sticks. This is a fantastic kinaesthetic learning activity that builds
new pathways in our brains! They were challenged with memory activities to test and improve short term information retention, and
we looked at different types of bridges, their
functions and how they are strengthened.
We also covered an introduction to robotics and coding using the Arduino Uno, where
the girls coded LED light sequences, learned
about different programming functions, and
the basics on electronic components like resistors, speakers, LED’s and simple sensors.
Finally, the Grade 7s looked at motion and
the different types of motion we can find in
the world around us. We took a brief look at
the development of the automobile industry
and its technological advancements, as well
as the first person to make a long distance
car journey: Bertha Benz! We touched on
Robotics, hydraulics and other machines &
mechanisms. The girls were also challenged
to solving logic puzzles by using deductive
reasoning.
MRS BRONWYN HERRING
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Junior En gineers
for Africa!

The Grange
From Monday, The Grange will sport its
own dining room where the girls will gather as a family to enjoy breakfast and supper. Lunch will once again be served in
the main dining hall, but we have enjoyed
the cosy feel and the opportunity to bond
closely with our boarders that our temporary Junior School dining room has afforded us.
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Heritage Day
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September

25th - Caitlyn Ford
28th - Jessica Muirhead

October

9th - Shayi Mbali-Entle
11th - Shannel Rugemalira

9 SEPTEMBER
MIA JOUBERT

